YOUR TEAM

WE ARE IMPRESSED
Dr Felix Büchting

Member of the KWS SAAT SE & Co. KGaA Executive
Board

"As a globally active plant breeding company, we employ qualified national and
international professionals. Thanks to
the Welcome Centre's individual services, we can rest assured that our new employees will find it easier settle in here
in Southern Lower Saxony. The Welcome Centre therefore
makes a major contribution to the retention of our qualified
professionals and managers."
Simone Heidelberg

Head of Human Resources at Piller Blowers &
Compressors GmbH

You can book the Welcome Centre's services conveniently
online at www.welcome-to-suedniedersachsen.de or give us
a call. We will be happy to explain our services to you in more
detail.

Heike Borrmann
Consultant

Jeanette Clément
Consultant

"We are more than satisfied with the
service. The guides support our new employees with outstanding dedication
and plenty of heart, which saves us, their employer, much
time and effort. We would not hesitate to use the Welcome
Centre's services again and are happy to recommend them.
Thank you very much for the excellent cooperation!”
Joachim Rogge

Head of Department for foreigners and citizenship affairs of the city of Göttingen

"Many people believe that they will be
dealing with an officious and old-fashioned local government office when they
hear the name of our department, rather than with a service provider that makes more than 6,000 positive decisions
a year. The Welcome Centre offers support as a mediator between the qualified business and science professionals who
wish to settle here on the one hand and the local government
on the other."
Kyoung Taek Bae

Service engineer at Coherent Lasersystems GmbH
& Co. KG

"I would just like to say a big thank you for
helping me to complete the paperwork
for my BlueCard and to relocate to Göttingen. The Welcome Centre helped me to get all the appointments and to speed up the administration process in this
pandemic situation. This allowed me to concentrate on the
job right from the start."

Contact details
Welcome Centre Göttingen Campus and the
Südniedersachsen Region
Maschmühlenweg 105
37081 Göttingen
 welcome@suedniedersachsenstiftung.de

☎ +49 551/270713-44 (Heike Borrmann)
☎ +49 551/270713-45(Jeanette Clément)
A service offer of

in cooperation with

www.welcome-to-suedniedersachsen.de

A BETTER WAY TO ARRIVE IN
SOUTHERN LOWER SAXONY
The Welcome Centre's services
– individual and tailor-made –

www.welcome-to-suedniedersachsen.de

THE WELCOME CENTRE

YOUR BENEFITS

OUR SERVICES

The Welcome Centre for Göttingen Campus and the
southern region of Lower Saxony is the first port of call for
qualified professionals and managers when they settle
here. We provide information and help to national and international incomers with regard to all practical matters
and formalities related to their arrival and stay in southern Lower Saxony.

Not only your new employees but also you as an employer
will benefit greatly from our services. We offer you and your
company:

Our price and product structure offers you complete flexibility: whether you are a small company or a global player – all
businesses can choose their own individual and tailor-made
bundle of services. Besides numerous individual services,
themed units and "full-service" offers, you can also opt for a
one-on-one consultation. The choice is yours!

+ Comprehensive support

Concentrate fully on the induction of your new employees into your company. We support your new employees as they complete all of the necessary steps and
help them with the formalities.

Thanks to the regional expertise of
our local guides, the quality standard
of our various services throughout
Southern Lower Saxony is particularly
high. Benefit from our wide offer and
excellent services.

Individual preparation
We advise and support incoming
qualified professionals even before
their arrival and initiate all of the necessary steps to ensure that it is easier
for them to settle in when they get
here. They can approach a dedicated
contact with regard to all questions.

Personal assistance
We help incoming qualified professionals and managers to complete
all of the necessary steps – from registering with the Bürgerbüro citizens'
office and opening a bank account to
organising childcare.

Housing & accommodation
We help incoming qualified professionals and managers to find suitable
accommodation and inform them
about the housing options that are
available locally to ensure that they
can successfully relocate to the region.
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Our quality promise

+ Stronger employer brand

As a Welcome Centre customer, your company will gain
a higher profile and become more attractive to potential employees. Why not include the offer in your job
advertisements to increase the number of candidates
your vacancy will appeal to.

+ Local contacts

Use the close proximity and regional expertise of our
guides. The Welcome Centre team will be happy to advise and offer practical help to you and your personnel
department, whether on the phone, via email or directly on your premises.

+ Long-term qualified expert and manager
retention

We want your new employees to feel at home here.
We show them the diversity of Southern Lower Saxony
and enable them to forge permanent ties in the region
through joint social events.

+ Tailor-made service offer

Benefit from our flexible and individual product and
service offers. Whether small company or large-scale
enterprise: we offer tailor-made solutions for all requirements.

Individual services

You'd prefer complete flexibility? Choose from an offer
of 24 individual services: from a welcome package to car
registration and help with finding accommodation – we
offer you comprehensive support.

Units

You'd prefer a more compact solution? Our seven
themed units cover various key issues. Each unit contains up to nine individual services and offers you a mix
of flexibility and comprehensive solution.

Bundles

Do you need a "full-service" offer? Two specific alterna-

tives are available to you. The bundles consist of individual units and therefore provide a comprehensive overall
solution.

Personalised advice

You'd like a little more? We take care. You can flexibly
add a one-on-one consultation at any time, where we
will explicitly address your particular needs and requirements.
Please refer to the product and price overview or our website for more information about our services and prices.

